REMOTE REPORT
Site Location

Cranfield, Wood End

Report Date

25th May 2012

Report By

Marion Lawn

Marion tuned in from home for this investigation. She was looking at the photo of the location and
trying to watch a recording of ‘Lewis’ at the same time. This information is relevant to what she picked
up.
Before the investigation Marion picked up the names Phillip and Bill and a man on a bike.
22:05 Marion gets In the bushes-a man alone.
22:06 Marion gets the surname Stevens.
22:12 Marion gets Have a go hero.
22:15 Marion gets Troilus and Cressida and wonders why as it seems totally wrong for this location.
22:19 Marion gets Emeline and stardust.
22:26 Marion gets Green one two as if it was a radio call sign.
22:39 Marion gets Sunderland.
22:40 Marion finds herself standing on a track in the countryside with a tall hedgerow on the right.
There is a bit of open space to the left, grass and dirt which may be the edge of a field. The
track continues on about 45 metres and through a gap between the hedgerow and some trees on
the left. She is watching a woman walk down the track so sees her from behind. She is slim and
a bit taller than herself (1.5 metres). She is in a dress with a high neck and frill at the top and a
yoke across the shoulders also decorated with a frill. It is slightly gathered at the waist with a
sash but no bow. It falls in soft gathers to the ground and is also decorated with a frill. The
sleeves have a slight puff at the shoulders and are long and also end in a small frill. The dress
seems to be made of a very fine material as it moves gently as she walks. There seems to be
something like a knot of hair at the neck but no definition to the head. The whole appearance of
this woman is a stark white, no light and shade, no shadows and her head from the neck up
disappears into a thick white mist.
00:03 Marion hears a woman’s voice say ‘He’s gone now’.
NB

Watching ’Lewis’.

22:30 One of the characters is reading a play and a woman says to Lewis it’s ‘Troilus and Cressida’.
22:52 One of the policemen is played by Jason Durr from Heartbeat, who says ‘I’m from Sunderland’.
Whilst typing this Marion has picked up the name Agnes.
She makes a mental note not to tune in to the location and watch telly at the same time!
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